. Examples of possibly latent HIV sequences from the LANL RNA/DNA datasets. Root-to-tip divergence versus time plots for the two LANL RNA/DNA mixed datasets that showed significantly left-skewed date difference distributions, suggestive of the presence of latent HIV sequences. Black points denote sequences that are within the linear model's 95% confidence interval, red points denote sequences whose collection dates fall to the right of this interval (meaning that they are evolving slower than expected) and blue points denote sequences whose collection dates fall to the left of this interval (meaning that they are evolving faster than expected). Panel A: LANL participant 821. Panel B: LANL participant 13889. In these two participants, slow-evolving sequences tended to be DNA rather than RNA (Fisher's exact test p=0.0021), consistent with the presence of latent HIV DNA lineages even during untreated infection. . A hatched vertical line denotes the end of the last viremic episode prior to subsequent long-term plasma viremia suppression. Bottom: Point estimates and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI) of estimated integration dates of censored sequences, organized by type. The observation that all 95% CI precede or overlap the last viremic period suggests that ongoing HIV evolution on cART did not occur in this participant, at least not in blood. Collection Year Viral load Collection Year Divergence from root Training Time Points Figure 3C ), where the single pre-cART sequence exhibiting a reduced relative evolutionary rate compared to the other pre-cART sequences, suggestive of its possible recent release from the reservoir, is boxed in red. To identify this sequence, we computed the relative evolutionary rate of each pair of training sequences with unique collection dates, and designated sequences whose relative rates deviated from the mean by ≥ 2SD in at least 10% of replicates as outliers. This was the sole sequence in participant 1's training dataset that fulfilled this criterion. Panel B: Concordance between reservoir establishment dates estimated using the full training dataset versus with the outlier removed. 
